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Data Sheet 

Carrier Grade Network Address Translation (CGNAT)
Extend IPv4 Investment While Transitioning to IPv6

IPv4 supports over 4 billion unique addresses, 
but given the growth in personal computer 
ownership, smart phones adoption and 
more recently the Internet of Things (IoT), 
this is not enough. In 1998 a draft standard 
for its successor was introduced and named 
IP version 6 (IPv6). IPv6 uses 128-bit (2128) 
addresses which when calculated out comes 
to 340 trillion trillion trillion IP addresses.

However, although the industry has begun the 
journey to implementing IPv6, Communication 
Service Providers (CSPs) need a solution today 
to allow them to continue providing service to 
a growing customer base while extending the 
life of their IPv4 address pools as they migrate 
to IPv6. In addition, because IPv6 is not 
backward compatible with IPv4, they also need 
a way to handle both IPv4 and IPv6 traffic in 
their network concurrently.

CGNAT for Service Providers
Carrier Grade NAT (CGNAT) or Large-Scale NAT 
(LSN) is used within carrier and ISP networks 
to enable those service providers to assign 
IPv4 addresses (out of their privately owned 
pool) to broadband subscribers and have 
those translated to a public IP address/port 
combination for packets going out to the public 
Internet. In this way several customer networks 
can share a single public IPv4 address which 
allows the preservation of the carrier-owned 
public IPv4 addresses. See Figure #1.

Benu CGNAT Highlights
Extensive Feature Set

 z Full set of NAT features with robust support of 
routing protocols

 z Application Layer Gateways (ALGs) for variety of 
protocols

 z Use 90% fewer public IPs with Benu’s dynamic port 
blocks

 z Robust management, event, and flow logging

Highly Secure
 z Stateful firewall 
 z DDoS protection 
 z DNS attack prevention
 z Content filtering 
 z Phishing and malware protection 
 z Access control lists 
 z URL filtering and more

Elastic Scalability – Scale-in/Scale-out
 z Scale user plane control plane independently
 z Add capacity without interrupting existing traffic
 z Scalability addresses rapid growth in subscribers 

and devices

Significant CAPEX savings
 z Pay as you grow model – no big upfront chassis / 

system cost 
 z Diverse supply chain of cost-effective COTS-hardware

Performance and Resiliency
 z Architected for bare metal, virtual machines, 

containers, or cloud providers
 z Independent failover for control and user planes 
 z 1:1 control plane and N:1 user plane high-availability

Standalone or Integrated with BNG
 z Deploy standalone or integrated with BNG  
 z Geographically deploy CGNAT user planes where 

needed while centralizing control plane for ease of 
management
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FIGURE 1: CGNAT/LSN

Furthermore, purchasing additional public IPv4 addresses has become much more expensive and 
difficult to obtain large IPv4 address blocks.

As CSPs migrate to IPv6 they need a CGNAT gateway capable of handling both IPv4 and IPv6 in 
a Dual Stack implementation as shown in Figure 2. CGNAT solutions handle both IPv4 and IPv6 
scenarios.

FIGURE 2: CGNAT IPv4 and IPv6

Benu Networks CGNAT Solution
Benu Networks CGNAT solution enables a smooth transition to IPv6 while allowing service providers 
to extend the breadth and life of their IPv4 networks. Carrier networks and ISPs require far more 
sophisticated CGNAT capabilities than consumer or small business networks. Carrier Networks 
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have critical performance, scalability, reliability, and management requirements. Benu Networks 
cloud-native CGNAT solution was built to address these critical requirements. It handles millions of 
concurrent sessions enabling carriers to manage both IPv4 and IPv6 infrastructure and content. 

Our CGNAT solution delivers value to service providers above and beyond competing solutions.

Use 90% fewer public IPs than other solutions

Benu’s patented CGNAT solution utilizes dynamic port block assignments so that public IP addresses 
can be used more efficiently. Instead of static assignments, public IP port blocks are dynamically 
assigned to subscribers when they connect and then are re-allocated for other subscribers later.

Secondly, instead of assigning large port blocks, subscribers are initially assigned a small block of 
public IP ports and only if the subscriber needs more ports are additional port blocks assigned. This 
greatly reduces the number of public IPs required to serve all customers and can result in as much 
as a 90% reduction.

Layer on Subscriber Services

For each subscriber (typically for each private IP address), the Benu CGNAT gateway can check with 
a AAA or other policy server and enable a wide variety of services. These include setting bandwidth 
rate limits, data usage quotas, security settings, URL and content filtering, malware/phishing 
protection, redirects and/or walled gardens, and individual accounting policies. 

These services are applied dynamically based on the customer’s subscription, which enables the CSP 
to generate more revenue through this value-added functionality.

Benu CGNAT Gateway Architecture

The solution is delivered from our SD-Edge Platform, a cloud-native, software-defined edge capable 
of delivering network functions through software including CGNAT, Broadband Network Gateway 
(BNG), Provider Edge Routing (PE), (Trusted) Wireless Access Gateway, (T)WAG, Wireless Access 
Gateway (WAG), 5G Access Gateway Function (AGF), and Secure Access Service Edge (SASE). It runs 
on x86-based commercial off the shelf (COTS) servers providing an unprecedented level of scalability 
and an unmatched economic model. 

Our cloud-native CGNAT is open, disaggregated, and standards-based. Adhering to the Broadband 
Forum’s TR-459 our architecture separates the control plane from the user plane (CUPS) with each 
running independently on high-performing commercial servers (see Figure 3).
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FIGURE 3: The SD-Edge platform supports Control and User Plane Separation (CUPS), enabling CGNAT to be easily 
distributed to the edge for earlier breakout to public Internet services. This reduces latency for end-customers 
and reduces backhaul costs for the carrier. CGNAT and BNG functionality can be combined on the SD-Edge 
platform enabling a consolidated architecture for Internet access, further reducing the carrier’s TCO.

Key Advantages

The Benu Network’s SD-Edge vCGNAT delivers many operational benefits and delivers lower TCO 
compared to traditional solutions:

 z It frees service providers from being locked-in to vendor-proprietary hardware.
 z User plane(s) can be geographically distributed to put CGNAT functionality closer to the edge for 

breakout to the Internet to reduce backhaul costs and enable edge compute. 
 z User planes and control planes are independently resilient and highly reliable.
 z A centralized control plane simplifies management of IP address pools and improves public IP utilization.  
 z The solution elastically scales in and out to match system sizing to service demands. 
 z Running on x-86 processors, it provides diversity in the hardware supply chain, more competitive pricing, 

and better risk management in the event of a supply chain disruption when compared to proprietary 
hardware from a single vendor.
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Standalone or Integrated with our BNG
Our CGNAT solution can be delivered as its own standalone gateway or as an integrated service 
on our cloud-native Broadband Network Gateway (BNG). Figure 4 illustrates the open cloud-native 
architecture of our SD-Edge platform and the ability through software to deliver services as single 
functions or as multiple functions from the same platform. 

FIGURE 4: CGNAT Architecture Running on SD-Edge Platform

Figure 3 shows a large deployment of user planes controlled by a set of geo-redundant control 
planes. Individual user planes can be run as a standalone BNG Gateway, a standalone CGNAT 
Gateway or as an integrated combination of both. Carriers can choose to mix and match these 
configurations on geographically distributed user planes giving them tremendous flexibility while 
simplifying service deployment and management.

Multiple Runtime Options 
Benu Networks understands that service providers may differ in the way they choose to deploy our 
platform. Therefore, we have multiple runtime options to meet the needs of any carrier. 
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There are four (4) options for running our virtualized BNG:

1. Bare Metal Network Appliance
2. Virtual Machines (VM) 
3. Cloud-Native (Kubernetes and containers) 
4. Cloud (AWS EKS on Outposts) 

Deployment Option #1: Bare Metal with the software running on a server without virtualization. 
This behaves much like a network switch or appliance and is a good solution for fixed carriers that 
are not yet ready to support a virtualized or cloud-native environment like the mobile operators. 

Deployment Option #2: Running on Virtual Machines. Benu is qualified on KVM (Kernel-based 
Virtual Machine), VMware, and OpenStack virtualized environments. We partner closely with both 
VMware and Red Hat and can drop into existing virtualized environments including those used for 
mobile cores.

Deployment Option #3: Running in containers in a cloud-native Kubernetes environment. Benu is 
qualified on CNCF-based Kubernetes, Red Hat OpenShift, and VMware Telco Cloud Platform (TCP). 
Most of the 5G mobile cores are running cloud-native, and our software can easily drop into these 
environments so that operations teams can leverage the same operational framework across fixed 
and mobile subscribers.

Deployment Option #4: Running in cloud environments such as in Amazon Web Services 
Outposts. Other cloud providers can also be supported.

Additionally, in all four deployment options, the software can be deployed with control and user 
plane separation (CUPS) or can be fully integrated into the same instance and hardware for a 
more monolithic approach. Regardless of how you initially choose to deploy, we can support you in 
migrating to a different mode later.

Broadly Adopted
Carriers gain tremendous benefit when deploying Benu Networks’ cloud-native, disaggregated  
SD-Edge Platform. Whether deploying CGNAT functionality, BNG or both, service provider can 
address the many challenges of operating in today’s hyper-competitive environment. 

Benu Networks’ solutions are operationally deployed by major global carriers on 5 continents while 
delivering service to over 25 million homes and business and carrying over 7 petabytes of data per day.
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Supported Features

Application Layer  
Gateways (ALG) 

 z FTP
 z TFTP
 z PPTP
 z DNS 
 z ICMP
 z SIP
 z RTSP

General NAT Features  z NAT44, NAT 444
 z Large Scale NAT (LSN)
 z Network address and port translation (UDP, TCP)
 z Dual-stack IPv4 NAT
 z Hairpinning
 z IP Packet header modification
 z Static and dynamic address mapping
 z Port address translation
 z Port forwarding 
 z Tunable dynamic IP reservation
 z Configurable, flexible IP address pools
 z Support for external address pooling
 z NAT 1:1 with static or dynamic mapping
 z Fragmentation support
 z Configurable mapping / idle timeouts

Dynamic Per-Subscriber 
Services

 z Bandwidth rate limiting 
 z Data usage quotas, security settings 
 z URL and content filtering 
 z Malware/phishing protection
 z Redirects and/or walled gardens
 z Customer specific accounting policies 
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Supported Features

Resiliency  z In-service software upgrades (ISSU)  
 z Control Plane and User Plane independently redundant 
 z User planes: 1:1 or N:1 redundancy and geo-redundancy
 z Control planes: 1:1 redundancy and geo-redundancy
 z Link Aggregation (LAG, LACP)
 z Bi-directional forwarding detection (BFD)  
 z Internal failed process isolation and restart 
 z VRRP

Networking  z VLAN (802.1Q)
 z Link Aggregation (802.1AX), LACP
 z Access Control Lists (ACLs)
 z Jumbo Frame support
 z VXLAN
 z GRE
 z QinQ
 z Malformed packet filtering

Security, Protection  
and Firewall

 z Access Control Lists (ACLs)
 z Stateful packet inspection and firewall
 z Anti-spoofing
 z DNS attack prevention
 z AI-based Malware and phishing protection
 z URL Filtering
 z Content filtering with 82 different categories
 z Intelligent control plane rate limiting of each protocol
 z DDoS attack prevention

 � Control plane queuing prioritization 
 � Intelligent control plane rate limiting 

 z Selective dynamic filtering
 z Connection rate limiting
 z Drop malformed packets 
 z Packet fragmentation policies to prevent attacks from 

fragmentation
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Supported Features

Deployment Options  z Bare metal server
 z Virtualized Machines

 � KVM 
 � VMware 
 � OpenStack

 z Containerized (Cloud-Native) 
 � CNF-based Kubernetes 
 � VMware Telco Cloud Platform (TCP) 
 � Red Hat OpenShift

 z Private and Public Cloud
 � AWS Outposts
 � Other cloud providers

Multicast  z IGMP (v1/v2/v3)
 z Multicast listener and source discovery
 z Multicast scalability 
 z PIM – sparse mode (SM)
 z PIM source specific multicast groups 
 z Multicast call admission control
 z Multicast replication per subscriber and PPPoE

Routing  z Dual stack IPv4/v6BGP, 
OSPF, ISIS, RIP BFD

 z MPLS VPNs 
 z Static routing  
 z Protocol rank, route 

redistribution and route 
aggregation 

 z VRF
 z BGP, MP-BGP
 z BGP graceful restart
 z BGP IPv4 over IPv6
 z BGP policy control 
 z BGP multi-path load 

balancing 

 z OSPF v2/v3
 z OSPF local link signaling
 z ISIS
 z ISIS fast flooding 
 z ISIS dynamic host
 z ISIS LSP fragmentation 
 z FIB/RIB scaling 
 z LDP
 z PBR
 z Pseudowire
 z ECMP
 z RIP
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Supported Features

Lawful Intercept  z Specific traffic selection sent to LI based on source/
destination IP addresses, IP protocol and layer 4 port

 z RADIUS based intercept triggers 
 z Traffic replication VRF/ VPN
 z Data security and encryption 
 z LI session redundancy 

 � X1, X2, X3 interfaces

Management  z CLI interface  
 z Web-based GUI  
 z Remote Access – telnet or SSHv2
 z RADIUS or TACACS+ authentication 
 z 15-Levels of admin authorization 
 z Custom-defined admin levels
 z Multiple alarm handling and logging 
 z Remote management over IP protocols 
 z RMON v1/v2 
 z SNMP v1/v2c/v3
 z IETF-Compliant MIBs for UP and CP
 z SNMP traps
 z Syslog 
 z NTP 
 z IPv6 MIB support 
 z Multiple alarms with logging 
 z Extensive set of packet counters 
 z All IPv4, IPv6 management features 
 z Flow logging and telemetry: Kafka, Syslog, SORMv3
 z Alarms and events: SNMP, JSON/HTTP 
 z Telemetry and analytics: gNMI, Kafka 
 z Configuration: Netconf/ Yang 
 z Deployment and Orchestration: Kubernetes, 3rd-party 

VNFMs & VIMs
 z In-band and out-of- band management 
 z Subscriber traffic mirroring 
 z PFCP for CUPS
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Supported Features
Logging and Analytics  z Kafka 

 z SysLog
 z NAT Flow logging (IPFIX) 
 z Flow data sent includes:

 � Timestamp
 � Subscriber IP address
 � Destination host IP address
 � Source port
 � Destination port
 � Protocol
 � DSCP
 � VLAN ID
 � Up & down byte count
 � URL and URL category when available

 z Port block allocation
 z RADIUS logging

Integrated Support  
on Benu BNG

 z Can be deployed as a standalone gateway or integrated 
with Benu’s BNG


